
ivetatrifonova.art

Commission Princeliest
Portraits





Single Portrait

Half-body - £50 

Full-body - £70

Couple Portrait

Half-body - £75 

Full-body - £95



Family Portrait

Half-body - £110 

Full-body - £130

Pet Portrait

Head - £25 

Full-body - £40



Extras

Adding messages and lettering - £15 

Detailed background - £20 

Adding pet to a portrait - £10 

Printing and national shipping - £15



ivetatrifonova.art

Commission Princeliest
Buildings



Architecture

Object - £20 - £50 (depending on size 
and complexity) 

Part of building - £60 

Full building - £100



Process:
1. Order. 

2. Wait for me to send you the final price. 

3. Send me photos of the person/pet/ thing you want me to illustrate - 
the more the better! 

4. Send me 50% of the total price - the work starts only after receiving 
this. 

5. Approve the sketch - express all your feedback and changes. Once 
the colouring start only small to none changes can be made. 

6. In a week I will contact you and once a final payment is received I will 
send you the pdf. If you have requested a printed version please allow 

up to a week for print and  delivery.



Terms and Conditions:

1. Commissions are for personal use only, unless otherwise specified. 

2. Prices depend on the complexity of the illustration and may be subject to change. 

3. Payments are in £ , via bank transaction. 

4. Final pieces can be printed and shipped at additional cost - subject to location 
and type of postage. 

5. If you do not want your commissioned piece to be featured on any of my 
platforms please let me know when ordering. 

6.  Do not change anything about the final work (no colour adjustments, no 
signature removal, etc.) 

7. Give me credits if you upload the piece anywhere - @ivetatrifonova.art or give a 
link to my website ivetatrifonova.com. 


